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INTRODU
UCTION
PEZA’S RATIONALE
R
FOR ENTER ING IN EID

The global need for mo
ore
sustainab
bility in industrrial
developm
ment and speciific
Philippine conditions
Over the last 10 years the populatio
on in Asia hass
5 million to 3.8 billion peo
ople. This goess
grown by 500
along with
h rapid growth
h of most Asiian economiess
but, unforrtunately, in a socially unbalanced wayy
along with
h substantial environmental degradation.
Therefore also economicc growth is disstributed in an
n
d
linked
d to povertyy
unjust waay, is not directly
alleviation but merely serves upper soccial levels.
Figure
e 1 Annual Greenh
house Gases by Se
ector, Wikipedia, 2000
2

Due to continuously deteriorating
environmental
d
conditions and an incrreasing global demand forr
limited naatural resources, interest in improved
d
environmeental performaance and resou
urce efficiencyy
of all economic sectors iss growing world‐wide.
Special economic zoness are a centraal element forr
industrial development in several Asian countriess
including the
t Philippiness. Usually these zones follow
w
a combinaation of public and private developmentt
and managgement. In the
e Philippines PEEZA (Philippinee
Economic Zone Auth
hority) zoness are main
n
or to economic development concerningg
contributo
employmeent (directly more than 500,000) and
d
exports (m
more than 80%)).
Globalization gets cou
untries and sectors
s
closerr
a an increassing competition with otherr
together and
Asian coun
ntries for FDI (Foreign
(
Directt Investments))
is evolving. PEZA realizess that competittiveness needss
proved to folllow its policy of retention,,
to be imp
expansion and dive
ersification. Environmental
e more and mo
ore prominentt
decision crriteria become
and impo
ortant in thiss respect. Th
he systematicc
promotion
n for investm
ments and new
n
ecozonee
concepts such as IT centers
c
and parks,
p
tourism
m
es, health zonees and servicess
zones, retirement village
include envvironmental asspects.
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Indusstry is directly and indirectlyy contributing to the
Global Greenhouse Gas Emissio
ons – directlyy with
ower consum
mption,
17% and indireectly via po
nd fossil fu
uel retrieval and
transsportation an
proceessing with another 47%.
PEZA
A already thin
nks post‐2012 when the climate
proteection will req
quest industries in countriees not
covered by the Kyoto
K
protoco
ol to contribu
ute to
reduction of greenhouse gas emissions.
Eco‐iindustrial development or EID is PEZA’ss core
instru
ument to tacckle environm
mental aspectss in a
balan
nced manner.

1

Thiss figure shows the relative frraction of man‐‐made
green
nhouse gasess coming fro
om each of eight
categgories of sourcces, as estimatted by the Em
mission
Database for Global Atmospheriic Research version
v
f track 2000
0 project
3.2, fast
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EID AS S TRATEGY TO
O TACKLE T HE
CHALLEN
NGES OF TH E FUTURE

EID mana
agement appro
oach
balancess economy,
environm
ment and society based
on good governance sttructures;
The conceept of Eco‐Industrial Parks (EIP)
(
has been
n
first descriibed at the Un
nited Nations Conference
C
on
n
Environmeent and Development in Rio
R de Janeiro
o
1992. Eco‐‐Industrial Estaates are a prom
mising strategyy
to promotte sustainable industrial devvelopment and
d
l
to improve the industries' environmenta
e
nce in terms of management of materials,,
performan
energy and
d waste. The Eco‐Industrial Parks conceptt
provides substantial benefits for participatingg
companiess, for the regiion and particcularly for thee
employeess and neighborring communities.
"An Eco‐‐Industrial Pa
ark is a co
ommunity off
manufactu
uring and service busineesses seeking
g
enhanced environmentall and economiic performancee
i managing environmental
through collaboration in
urce issues inccluding energyy, water, and
d
and resou
materials. By working together,
t
the community off
t
is greaterr
businessess seeks a colleective benefit that
than the sum
s
of individ
dual benefits each
e
companyy
would reealize if it optimized its individual
performan
nce only"2

be fo
ound. Based on
n the concept of industrial eccology
it is simple enouggh to understaand the idea of an
ecosyystem
and
indusstrial
yet
sufficciently
sophisticated to give
g
a feeling for the enormous
pproach.
potential of this ap
m
EID in the Philippines, for the time being, is mainly
tackling already existing industriaal zones by inittiating
a comprehensive
c
e managemeent system, new
participative area‐based monittoring system
ms for
uality and a toolbox off EID
envirronmental qu
instru
uments rangin
ng from baselin
ne studies and
d rapid
assesssments over Corporate Soccial Responsibiility to
energgy auditing or environmental manageement
accounting.

Figure
e 2 EID Project Ove
erview

In all
a its endeavvors EID strives for balaancing
envirronmental, ind
dustrial and com
mmunity aspeccts.

The eco‐in
ndustrial appro
oach offers a wide
w
variety off
measures and tools to improve the environmental
performan
nce of individu
ual industries and industrial
estates. However,
H
each
h individual zone, alreadyy
existing orr newly planned, requires an individual mixx
of measurres and toolss, developed in PEZA’s EID
D
project in
n cooperation
n with GTZ the German
n
Technical Cooperation.
C
All over the world, examples
e
for eco‐industrial
n of regional
developmeent and the contribution
resource synergies
s
to su
ustainable devvelopment can
n

2

Figure
e 3 EID Sustainable
e Development Co
oncept

Lowe et al.
a 1998
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PEZA’S VISION

PEZA ensures that environment
and its conservation are not
compromised by intensified
business operations. PEZA aims
at reducing the negative effects
of industrialization on the local
environment and community
while enhancing business
competitiveness. Thus, PEZA
adopted its EID Policy;

PEZA EID Action Statements
PEZA, as the advocate and facilitator of Eco‐
Industrial Development (EID) in the Philippines, shall:
1.

2.

3.

PEZA EID Vision
4.
PEZA economic zones shall be globally competitive
investment destinations using the best available
technologies and methodologies to ensure
sustainable eco‐industrial development through
environmental protection and optimum use of
resources to serve the needs of the present and
future generations.
PEZA EID Mission

5.

Promote EID within PEZA and partner
agencies involved in industrial development
of the Philippines;
Initiate and facilitate the integration of EID‐
principles into the development and
operations of economic zones;
Provide and facilitate continuous internal
and external capacity development and
education related to EID and environmental
concerns;
Document, benchmark and disseminate EID
best practices; and,
Actively network with other eco‐industrial
initiatives in the Asian region.

These action statements support PEZA’s corporate
strategies, policies and guidelines in eco‐industrial
development, which shall be over and above
minimum legal requirements. PEZA motivates and
empowers its locators to join the EID initiative.

To integrate the development and operations of
PEZA economic zones with surrounding communities
towards sustainable development, balanced
environmental protection, economic competitiveness
and social progress through partnership with
stakeholders and other government agencies.

PEZAns bear the responsibility to make this happen.

Figure 4 PEZA Website Banner

Figure 5 Philippine Economic Zone Authority Head Office
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APPROACH & ACTIVITIES
EID MANAGEMENT MANUAL:
LIVING SYSTEM OF PEZA
The EID Management Manual documents PEZA
processes in a detailed manner in order to provide
techniques that are invaluable tools to aid EID
individual staff, teams and organizations for effective
planning, operation and control of EID processes.
The manual also serves as a compilation of resource‐
efficient, environmentally sound and user friendly
tools and best practices. Furthermore, it can be the
basis for benchmarking and replication of other
public and private zones who wish to adopt EID
Initiatives.

Monitoring of environmental performance is both a
challenge and a necessity to PEZA. The IMS
therefore, facilitates easier and faster data
collection. It will eventually support benchmarking,
decision‐making and problem solving with real‐time
and accurate information, in a time & cost effective
manner.
The benefits of IMS for PEZA ecozone developers,
locators and stakeholders are as follows:
•

•

The focal users of the manual are the Environmental
Safety Group (ESG) & the Fire and Industrial Safety
Divisions (FISDs). They had undergone proper
training
and
intense
core
competencies
development programs to incorporate EID in PEZA
processes. This way in turn, makes the manual a
“living system” of PEZA. The documentation is
equally important to other PEZA stakeholders and
cooperation units as well.

•

As a learning organization, PEZA, through the
provision of these documented tools, can further
develop, expand and promote the EID Management
System; Gearing towards continuous improvement
in the promotion of sustainable development and
creation of globally competitive Philippine Economic
Zones.

•

Provides a central source of reliable
information about relevant operation issues
(environmental
regulations,
permits,
clearances, etc.)
The ‘self‐service’ feature of the IMS
encourages transparency, accountability,
time and cost efficiency of PEZA processes
Makes individual company performance
information
available
in
mutually‐
recognized format, for use in complying
with
related
agencies’
reporting
requirements (i.e. environmental & regional
authorities such as Department of Environment and
Natural Resources – Environmental Management
Bureau (DENR – EMB), Laguna Lake Development
Authority (LLDA), Multipartite Monitoring Team
(MMT), etc.)

•

•

Can be used as a direct communication
platform with PEZA (zone and central offices)
Environmental Monitoring system of area‐
based MMT made easy through readily
available and automatic consolidation of
information of its members
Provides information to derive new policies
(e.g. management of natural resources)

IMS:
TOOL TO BETTER MANAGE ECOZONES
The EID‐Information Management System (IMS), a
web application database, aims to use modern
technologies to monitor environmental performance
of the economic zones.

Figure 6 EID Integrated Management System
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PEZA’S EID‐TOOLBOX
All tools will comprise the following elements:
During the PEZA‐GTZ EID project (2006‐2009) the
partners developed a selection of EID‐Tools which
have been implemented in the pilot zones and are
ready for implementation at a broader scale at the
end of the project.
The EID‐Toolbox comprises instruments and
approaches to tackle the most relevant challenges in
Philippine Economic Zones. The figure gives an
overview on the toolbox.

•

•
•

Comprehensive documentation including
lessons learnt, approaches and materials for
implementation
Orientation training course on the tool –
particularly for PEZA staff
Pool
of
resource
persons
for
implementation

More details on selected EID‐tools are presented in
the following sections of the brochure.

Figure 7 PEZA EID Toolbox

PEZA EID-TOOLBOX

EID Promotional
Kit

IMS

Environment
Involvement of Local
Actors
MMT
Establishment

Social Baseline
Study

Waste Water Mgmt.

Industries

Cleaner
Production

Initiation and Mgmt.
Of CSR Activities

Ecozone

Integrated Waste
Mgmt.

Baseline
Analysis

Community

Energy
Management

Local EID
Implementation
Structure

Staff

Soft Skills
Training

Environmental
Accounting
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MEZ MULTI‐PARTITE MONITORING TEAM
A joint approach to undertake efficient monitoring of
environmental quality in the zones and their
neighborhood; function of the MMT for conflict /
consent management; increased quality of
environmental information for more efficient
measures to improve environmental quality;
To improve environmental management in the pilot
zones, PEZA established the Multipartite Monitoring
Team. Tasks of the MMT are:

Conflict management
Complaints from neighboring communities and
locator enterprises are investigated and course of
action recommended to address the problem.
Environmental information about the zone is
disseminated to the community.
Link of PEZA and its locators to neighboring
communities

Joint approach to efficiently monitor environmental
quality
Air, surface and ground water monitoring are
undertaken quarterly by members. Monitoring
expenses are shared by all member‐locator
enterprises. Results are analyzed, discussed and
sources of problems investigated for prompt action.

Figure 9 MMT Information & Education Campaign

Coordinate with the LGUs to identify the needs of
the community that can be provided by PEZA and its
locators. Communities will seat and vote in the
monitoring team, changing the eco‐zone from “black
box” to a transparent partner, opening a wide range
of opportunities.
Figure 8 MMT Regular Monitoring

Check‐and‐balance mechanism
project implementations

in

monitoring

New projects / facilities are monitored to determine
effective
implementation
of
environmental
measures to mitigate negative environmental
impacts.
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WASTEWATER MANAGEMENT IN
PHILIPPINE ECONOMIC ZONES

EID Wastewater Guideline
optimizes operating procedures
of Sewerage Treatment Plant
and encourages responsible use
of water and ensures
compliance with existing rules
and regulations
Water is one of the resources extensively used by
the industrial sector. In terms of quantity, large
volumes of water are often required as a main or
direct raw material in manufacturing including
washing, cooling, steam generation, and so on. In
terms of quality, the industrial sector generates
wastewater that when discharged directly to
receiving bodies of water, whether intentional or
not, may alter its water quality making it unfit for its
intended use.
Over the years, the importance of water
conservation and protection through the
management of wastewater has been realized by
various sectors including the government and the
industry. In the Philippines, a range of rules and
regulations were enacted to address water pollution.
The most comprehensive of which is The Philippine
Clean Water Act of 2004 (Republic Act No. 9275).
In Philippine economic zones, the management of
wastewater varies from one zone to another. There
are zones equipped with centralized wastewater
treatment facilities that could accommodate the
volume generated per day by each locator
enterprise. There are zones that have no facility to
treat industrial wastewater and sewage, thus, each
locator enterprise must appropriately treat their
own wastewater.

Figure 10 Wastewater treatment facility

To strengthen wastewater management in Philippine
economic
zones,
PEZA‐GTZ
Eco‐Industrial
Development project adopted two strategies. The
first one is focused on encouraging the use of
appropriate technology to ensure compliance of
wastewater to effluent standards. The second one is
focused on the development of consistent policy on
wastewater management to encourage responsible
use of water and compliance to regulations in all
economic zones.
The first strategy was implemented intensively in the
pilot zone, Mactan Economic Zone 1 (MEZ 1),
through the maximization of performance of its
existing Sewerage Treatment Plant (STP). Audits
were done to check its performance efficiency and
economy.
Based on the results, operating
procedures were improved which resulted in
optimized performance of STP. Currently, these
operating procedures are replicated in the other
economic zones.
The second strategy focused on the development of
a consistent policy on wastewater management that
is consistent with RA 9275. Thus, PEZA Wastewater
Management Guideline was conceptualized and
developed for industrial park developers and
locators. Adopting a pro‐active approach, the draft
was presented to stakeholders, including
representatives from regulatory agencies, through
roundtable
discussions
and
participatory
consultations which were done on different
occasions.
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WASTE MANAGEME
M
ENT IN PHIL IPPINE
ECONOM
MIC ZONES
Operation of econom
mic zones, especially in
n
uring world‐cclass products generatess
manufactu
diverse waste.
w
Managing such wastte streams iss
never an easy task.
i
policcies, in consisttency with thee
PEZA has instituted
laws, ruless and regulatiions being implemented byy
the Depaartment of Environment and Natural
Resources (DENR) to con
ntrol various tyypes of wastes.
nd disposal off
There are policies for movement an
esidual wastes,, and selling off
hazardous wastes and re
scraps.
olicies have been established
d, difficulties in
n
Though po
waste man
nagement still persist. One of the majorr
challengess is where the waste should be brought to
o
because of the limited acceptable
a
dissposal facilitiess
a their proxim
mity to the eco
ozones.
available and

New schemes are being pilotted both invvolving
inforrmal waste sector:
•

•

•

Compostin
ng of organic wastes
w
(mainlyy from
canteen kitchen, contrib
buting about 75
5%) as
c
e community project
p
part of a comprehensive
including tree nurseryy and sustainable
reforestattion;
Producingg alternative fuels and raw
materials (AFR) for the cement indusstry in
on with the GTZ Public Private
P
cooperatio
Partnership (PPP)‐Strattegic Alliance with
Hocim
Used oil is now beingg sold, tires go to
service centers and cement industries;;

All activities aree conceptualized, aligned and
h main stakeho
olders,
impleemented in cooperation with
nameely locators, seervice providerrs, communitiees and
other partners for sustainability.
s

(2005)

As part off the EID initiaatives, the Inteegrated Wastee
Managemeent System (IW
WMS) for the pilot
p
zone (MEZZ
1) has been
b
comme
enced.
IWM
MS promotess
prevention
n and recyclingg, addresses different
d
wastee
streams, strengthens
s
caapacities of private
p
servicee
providers, involves informal groups an
nd neighboringg
d and markett
communities, for a soccially balanced
d overall solutio
on.
orientated

TECO
O
SEZ
Z
[Pampanga]

Cavite
Economic Zone

Mactan Economic
Zones [Cebu]

Philipp
pine Recycler’s Inc.

Figure
e 12 EID Materiall Exchange Expo

MS not only app
plies technologgical solutions but it
IWM
is a management
m
a
approach
that establishes lin
nkages
with different stakeholders to reeduce the amount of
o the disposal facilities.
f
waste being sent to

Figure 11 Verrmi‐compositing Composting
C
Projecct
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STRENGTHENING OF INTERNAL
CAPABILITY IN ENERGY MANAGEMENT
Efficient use of energy through proper management
increases company productivity and reduces
negative environmental impacts. Hindrance to good
energy management in companies are the lack of
knowledgeable/competent
personnel,
misconceptions on the cost and efforts involved, lack
of strong personnel motivation to introduce
improvements and the lack of strong communication
link between technical personnel and top decision‐
makers.
EID’s integrated management approach focuses on
both company system and technical improvements
while considering the zone’s demand and supply
conditions. Furthermore, opportunities for energy
exchange within and amongst companies are
explored as well as the potentials of renewable
energy use.

Benefits include reduction in energy cost and in
negative environmental impacts. Moreover,
personnel’s knowledge, skills and concern for energy
conservation are enhanced through the trainings
and positive experiences from implemented
projects.
A company serious in increasing its profitability can
find a lot of saving opportunities in its energy
management system. For support, it can find many
of the required resources locally within easy reach.
Many good trainers, energy auditors and new
technologies may be sourced from more advanced
companies within the zone, local government
agencies or from the academe. All it takes is a strong
committed partner like the economic zone authority
to initiate identification of these resources and to
facilitate the process of sharing.

Activities include
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Focused Group Discussions
Sharing of best practices
Technical Trainings
Walk‐ Through and Detailed Audits
Coaching
Monitoring and Targeting as well as
Benchmarking
Service‐oriented management concept for
the zone
Identifying and exploiting synergies among
key players such as locators, academe,
government agencies, and service providers

Figure 14
Energy Management Conference “Pursuit of
Excellence” Awardees

An outcome of EID energy management approach is
a culture of learning and sharing where companies
and the environment benefits.
An Energy Management Workbook was compiled
comprising the numerous Energy Management tools
developed and tested during the pilot phase, giving
comprehensive guidance on how to approach and
initiate energy management in industrial estates
and/or enterprises.
Figure 13 Halsangz Plating Energy Management
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STREAMLINING A ROAD MAP TO
CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY
The introduction of PEZA‐GTZ EID management
approach in the Philippine , piloted in MEZ I+II
magnifies PEZA’s commitment to spearhead socially
responsible
and
environmentally
friendly
development in national eco‐zones to a level which
places
a
premium
on
sustainability,
entrepreneurship
and
environmental
social
consciousness.
Realizing the importance of strategic community
cooperation
To strengthen community‐ ecozone partnership, EID
partners with communal groups such as
cooperatives and urban poor associations, informal
sector, eco‐zone locators, industrial associations and
LGUs and other government agencies. Moreover,
the annual PEZA Community Awards encourages
locators to pursue community projects in the areas
of education, environment, health, human services
and advocacy.

Figure 15 Roadmap to CSR

•

•
•
•

Health Plus Outlet for generic medicines,
targeting community and MEZ market (in
cooperation with GTZ Health and GTZ
Private Sector Promotion programmes)
Vermi‐composting facility and tree nursery
in the zone (in cooperation with GTZ Solid
Waste Management Project)
Public Sanitation facilities in the barangays
(in cooperation with GTZ Water &
Sanitation Program)
Child Care Center for MEZ employees

Embedding CSR in a Local Development Plan
PEZA‐GTZ EID conducted a social baseline study in
MEZ and the zones’ neighbor communities to
concretely identify present challenges, potentials
and requirements in both baranagys and among
locators. Areas and ways to enhance corporate‐
community partnership through future CSR activities
were pointed, verified and approved.

To create community ownership of the projects, CSR
initiatives planned and initiated thru the help of EID
are managed by the identified community groups or
the informal sector. PEZA‐GTZ supports the group in
its endeavors through project‐specific capacity
building activities and facilitating regular multi‐
stakeholder dialogue between the various partners.
Replication in other eco zones

Project Development and Implementation
EID applies a two‐fold approach to CSR project
development: awareness raising and small business
development support. An EID business planning
workshop for barangays e.g. produced project
sketches for current and planned CSR initiatives
addressing community challenges and locators’
requirements:

The impact of MEZ’ CSR projects is being cascaded to
other economic zones. The success of the Ibo HPO
with a 30% decrease in average monthly household
spending on drugs, already inspired other Public
Economic Zones (PEZ) to follow the MEZ example.
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REPLICATION APPROACH FOR PUBLIC AND
PRIVATE ZONES

Promotion for application of
private zones, outlining
requirements, general approach
for replication, roles of ESG,
environmental units, private
developer and companies;
Comprehensive implementation of EID‐measures
was initially concentrated on the two pilot zones
MEZ 1 and MEZ 2; however, the EID‐project is
geared to be replicated in all Philippine Economic
Zones.
For introducing interested developers and other
stakeholders to PEZA’s EID Approach the project will
provide an EID Promotion Kit which can be used not
only by ESG and FISD staff but also by stakeholders
willing to promote the idea of eco‐industrial
development in their field of activities.
The EID Toolbox is applicable not only in industrial
ecozones, but also matches the requirements of the
other types of ecozones in the Philippines.
EID initiatives are being rolled out to the other three
public zones – first steps have already been taken in
Cavite Economic Zone. Private Zones are encouraged
to join in the initiative.

For the purpose of replication, PEZA and GTZ
developed the Baseline Analysis Tool for
identification and planning of the most appropriate
EID strategy in the zones. The following figure
illustrates the working steps of this tool.
Data collection focuses on
•
•
•
•
•

Existing infrastructures in the economic
zone (wastewater treatment etc.)
Available capacities at local level
Community relationships, and
At company level on the self‐monitoring
reports;
If necessary interviews with selected
stakeholders will be executed.

Data assessment and consolidation is based on the
PEZA EID‐Information Management System using
mainly information from the self‐monitoring reports
of the companies.
A core issue of the tool is the participation of
stakeholders (developers, locators, responsible
authorities) which will be ensured by two major
events at the beginning and the end of the analysis
and a continuous information exchange between the
parties.
PEZA is aware that the replication of the EID‐
Approach
requires
comprehensive
capacity
development of the involved staff. Hence all EID‐
Tools, including the Promotion Kit and the Baseline
Analysis Tool, are delivered as a package together
with introductory training for the staff implementing
the EID activities.

Figure 16 EID Baselin Analysis Steps

PEZA EID Baseline Analysis
Workplan
Information of Stakeholders
Conclusions
Assessment and Consolidation
Data Collection
Information of Stakeholders
Install Team & Schedule

BASELINE ANALYSIS
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PARTNERS & THEIR ROLES
PEZA
Philippine Economic Zone Authority
As an important national development strategy, the
government promotes the establishment of world
class, environment friendly economic zones
(ecozones) all over the country to respond to
demands for ready‐to‐occupy locations for foreign
investments.
At the helm of this strategy is the Philippine
Economic Zone Authority (PEZA), a government
corporation
established
through
legislative
enactment known as “The Special Economic Zone
Act of 1995.”
PEZA is an investment promotion agency and a
government owned corporation, attached to the
Department of Trade & Industry.
PEZA grants fiscal and non‐fiscal incentives to
developers of economic zones, export producers,
and I.T. service exporters.
PEZA offers ready‐to‐occupy locations to foreign
investors who are export producers or IT service
exporters in world class and environment friendly
Economic Zones and I.T. Parks / Buildings.

GTZ
Gesellschaft für Technische Zusammenarbeit –
German Technical Cooperation
GTZ, the German Government’s international
development enterprise, has cooperated with the
Philippine partners for more than 33 years. We
strengthen the capacity of people and institutions to
improve the lives of Filipinos in this generation and
generations to come.
Together we work to balance economic, social and
ecological interests through multi‐stakeholder
dialogue, participation and collaboration in the

sectors: Environment, Sustainable Economic
Development, Health, Decentralization and Crises
Prevention & Conflict Transformation.
GTZ is part
Cooperation.

of

the

German

Development

DENR‐EMB
Department of Environment and Natural Resources
– Environment Management Bureau
EMB is a line bureau of the DENR, who is mainly
responsible
for
the
implementation
and
enforcement of environmental legislation:
•
•
•

Air, water, toxic and hazardous chemical
management;
Environmental Impact Statement System;
and
Environmental Compliance Monitoring.

MEPZCEM / FAMEA
Mactan Export Processing Zone Chamber of
Exporters and Manufacturers / Facilities,
Maintenance and Environment Association
(MEPZCEM/FAMEA)
MEPZCEM is the association of Mactan Economic
Zone locators and select companies in neighboring
economic zones. Established in 1984, it boasts of 130
members. Company representatives include CEO or
other member of top management.
Currently, it has 7 support groups, one of which is
FAMEA, representing its various interests.
MEPZCEM’s role in EID management approach in
economic zones is setting the EID thrusts together
with zone administration, and the provision of
required resources to realize them. As such its tasks
include the review and approval of EID programs and
budgets.
FAMEA, established in 2001, serves as overseer of
MEPZCEM’s interests in the areas of utilities,
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maintenance and environment. Its members are
officers‐in‐charge of these departments.

members from the academe and local government
units.

It plays important roles in EID management
approach as it serves as MEPZCEM’s source of
information and advice. Moreover, it is MEPZCEM’s
implementing arm of approved EID programs.

Like FAMEA, PCAPI7 provides trainings and
additional support for the implementation of EID
programs in the zones, with guidance from DENR.

For the zone locators, FAMEA serves as information
source on new developments, changes in laws,
policies, and guidelines. It is the initiator of capability
building trainings to maximize opportunities in EID;
and is the center for advocacy of policies affecting
the locators.
Its tasks include organization of fora, trainings and
best practices sharing rallies, preparation of position
papers on new policies, and provision of services like
in‐house trainings and energy audits.

PCAPI
Pollution Control Association of the Philippines
Region 7 (PCAPI7)
PCAPI7 is the association of pollution control officers
(PCOs) or environmental officers of companies
located in the Central Visayas region, including
economic zones companies. Organized by the
government’s Department of Environment and
Natural Resources (DENR) to facilitate information
dissemination and compliance of environmental
laws, it was registered with the Securities and
Exchange Commission in July 1980.
Its role is very much like that of FAMEA’s but it
serves a wider area as its mandate covers the entire
Central Visayas region. Its tasks include organizing
fora to discuss new or revisions in environmental
laws, policies, guidelines, and DENR developments;
conduct
of
capability
building
trainings;
implementing environmental improvement projects
in partnership with international and local
organizations; and preparing position papers on
issues affecting the industry from which majority of
its over 300 members belong. It also has a few

DOE‐PELMATP
Department of Energy (DOE) / Philippine Efficient
Lighting Market Transformation Project (PELMATP)
DOE is the government’s arm in the promotion of
energy efficiency and renewable energy in the
country. One important target sector is industry.
On the other hand, PELMATP is a UNDP (United
Nations Development Programme) funded project of
the DOE that aims to promote efficient lighting
across the country.
Both DOE and PELMATP are potential service
providers to support company requirements for
energy management trainings and energy audits.
DOE undertakes regular energy consumption
monitoring that generates important data for the
zone’s EID energy programs. Moreover, DOE’s
annual Don Emilio Energy Award for companies
provides strong motivation for the pursuit of
excellence in this field.

DOST
Department of Science and Technology (DOST)
DOST is the government agency whose mandate is
the development of science and technology in the
country and their utilization for the country’s
growth.
Like DOE, it assists companies in their trainings and
company audit needs plus it is a source of new
technologies to enhance company productivity and
address quality and environmental issues.
DOST has developed a pool of local experts in the
field of Cleaner Production and Energy Management
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coming from the industry and academe to cater to
the needs of small and medium enterprises. It has
also recently acquired energy audit instruments to
improve training and audit services.

BARANGAYS
(NEIGHBORING COMMUNITIES)
Barangays Ibo and Basak, Lapu Lapu
Ibo and Basak are the two barangays identified as
target communities for the CSR initiatives
spearheaded by PEZA and initiated thru the EID
project. Both Ibo and Basak, with 12,000 and 25,000
inhabitants, respectively, face pressing social issues
such as poor sanitary conditions, insufficient health
care provisions and environmental pollution. EID
supports communal groups such as the Ibo
Manufacturing Multipurpose Cooperative or Basak
Urban Poor group in their ambitions to set up small
businesses that generate income for the residents
and address the prevailing community challenges.

MEZ 1 AND MEZ 2 (PILOT ZONES)
Mactan Economic Zones

MEZ 1 – Public Economic Zone
Presidential Proclamation No. 1811 in January 15,
1979 declared the 120 hectare area at the northern
tip of Mactan Island as the Mactan Economic Zone 1
(MEZ1). In 1995, the area was further expanded by
30 hectares, increasing the total area to 150
hectares.
It is one of the four government‐owned economic
zones (ecozones) in the country, where, through
PEZA, incentive packages as well as basic
requirements (i.e. utilities, communication, and
manpower pool) are being offered to the investors.
For many years, the ecozones serve as gauge on how
effective the government is in its thrust in pushing
the economy forward through foreign investments.
MEZ 1 is now a home for 105 locators producing
various products from electronics to fashion
accessories and garments.
MEZ 2 ‐ Special Economic Zone
Unlike MEZ 1, Mactan Economic Zone 2 (MEZ2) is
one of the Special Economic Zones (SEZ), which are
privately‐owned ecozones. The operations of these
ecozones are also handled by private developers
with the facilitation of PEZA.
MEZ2 was established in 1995 covering a 63 hectare
area. Currently, MEZ2 has 49 locator enterprises and
its area is already about 90 % utilized.
Role of MEZ1 and MEZ2 in EID Implementation

Figure 17 Mactan Ecozone

MEZ1 and MEZ2 play a vital role for the EID
implementation as pilot ecozones for the project.
Most of the EID activities for creating synergies and
partnership, and contributing directly to social
progress of the near‐by communities were
implemented in these ecozones. They also served as
focal points and information centers for EID
programs
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SUCCESSS STORIES
DREAMSS HAPPEN

Figure 18 Maary Jane Cahilog, President, Ibo Mffg Multipurpose Coop.
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INDUSTR
RY HELPS TO
O PROTECT MACTAN’S MARINE RESOURCES
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PEZA GTTZ EID ‐ SUS TAINABLE DEVELOPME
D
E NT & ENER
R GY MANAG
G EMENT CO
O NCEPTS

Figure 3 PEZA
A GTZ EID SD Concept

Figure 19 Energy Managemen
nt Steps
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